Beats Solo2 Headphones
The Solo2 is a redesign of Beat’s best-selling on-ear headphones.
Every aspect of the Solo2 has been gone over with a fine-toothed comb. The sound
quality, comfort, and aesthetics are better than ever before.
The Beats Solo2 is noted for its light weight, durability, and streamlined design. They’re
versatile headphones, created for use in any situation.

Sound
The main focus of the Beats Solo2 redesign was sound quality. They feature better
sound clarity than ever before. The range of sound has also been improved.
The Solo2 allows you to listen to music as the artist intended it to be listened to. The
headphones pick up the smallest nuisances of the music for a listening experience unlike
any other.

Comfort
The redesign of the Solo2 also focused on comfort. The flexible headband is engineered
to make wearing the headphones as comfortable as possible. The curve of the
headphone frame gives the Solo2 the feel of a custom fit.
The Solo2’s earcups are equally comfortable. Their more ergonomic angling provides a
more natural fit. Pivots are included to enhance both comfort and sound quality.
The premium material used to construct both headband and earcups translates into even
more comfort.

Design
Simple and straightforward, the Beat Solo2 are a masterwork in minimalism. No visible
screws and flowing curves are stylistic highlights.
The aesthetic appeal of the Solo2 is supported by the design’s durability. Their clean
construction ensures durability for years to come.
The Solo2 can even be folded down for increased portability and better storage.

RemoteTalk

Each pair of Beats Solo2 headphones comes with a RemoteTalk cable. Perfect for the
on-the-go user, this allows you to change songs, adjust volume, and more without
accessing your device.

Buy the Beats Solo2
The Beats Solo2 is currently available in several colorways. Each pair comes with the
RemoteTalk cable and a carrying device.

